Boy Scouts of Red Dragon: Dream
by David Michael, info@glentivar.org
The Dream
In the early morning of the 14th of March 2013, I received a dream in which I was
among the Boy Scouts of America. We were high up in the mountains around cabins and
there was much camping activity. I noticed in this dream that all of the writing on the Boy
Scouts uniforms was in bright red and not the usual subdued colors. I then saw a glimpse of
a red dragon far up in the forest moving in the mist of the mountains where we were
camping. The red of the red writing on the uniforms were seen to begin to glow with the
breathing of the red dragon not far away in this dream.
It was if this red dragon high in the mist was giving power to the bright red words or
script written on the Boy Scout uniforms. He was clearly the power behind their new mission
in America.
In the dream, the Boy Scouts took on the
resemblance of the Nazi Youth Brown Shirts which were
a youth military organization set up by Hitler to bring in the
very young into his Nazi ideology. In history, the Nazi
youth were used to create unrest in the cities where they
gathered and were informants against those who opposed
the Nazi ideals.
Close to Home
My son who is now working for his Eagle Scout
badge told me recently the new leader of the Boy Scouts
in America is seeking to force the regional and local
troupes to fully accept gays into their ranks as Boy Scout
leaders. I know this has been going on for many years
but now it is happening from within the BSA system by the
newly appointed leader of the Boy Scouts in America.
I told my son that if they force this upon your troupe, it will be time to get out. This is
sad since the Gay agenda is to normalize sodomy which is one of the first sins ever
committed on earth and is the 'banner flag' sin for bringing its participants under the
controlling power and judgment of Satan.
Red Dragon Agenda
The Red Dragon is Satan and is now seeking to bring the BSA organization fully under
his wing in wanting to use them to assist the rise of the NWO regime. It has been brought to
my attention that the Boy Scouts have been 'tested' in going before military and police
knocking on doors house to house to collect all guns in a mass gun round-up. It is thought
few would shoot a 'Boy Scout' as he comes to the door and asks politely for all of your guns.
This event would occur nation wide when Obama finally succeeds in making all guns
illegal. This event would certainly occur when Martial Law is enacted in the near future.
Obama has already given the US gun control policy making powers over to the UN so it is
only a matter of time before this gun round-up occurs.
It may be the Boy Scouts will be the first who come to your home demanding that all of
your guns be immediately surrendered to the NWO/UN military. If you comply, no issue. If
you do not comply, I envision SWAT type UN teams visiting you at 3 am in the morning to

arrest you and get your guns. They will kill you if you resist.
Watch closely the shift in policies for the Boy Scouts of America as it is hijacked by the
NWO to become like the Nazi Brown Shirts of Germany just before WW2. If you have
children in this organization, ask them what is going on and be attentive to the subtle policy
changes that are occurring in this once great youth program.

